Officers Present:
Dr. Grebner
Jeremy Norris
Amy Castle
Dan Prevost
Scott Lemmons
Eric Williams
Orlando Elerby
Wayne Duke
Sam Gural
Amanda Mitchell
Rechelle Allen
Angela Delaughter

Topics Discussed:
1) Project Learning Tree is scheduled for April 16 at 9:30 A.M.
2) Dan needs help during the week of Spring Break preparing for Conclave.
3) The t-shirts have been ordered.
4) Amanda is checking on plastic barrels to use for garbage cans.
5) There will be a debarking part on Friday March 10.
6) We will need help setting up for Conclave the week of Conclave. Sign up sheets are available.
7) Elections will be held for next years officers.
8) Weyerhaeuser representatives were at the meeting to discuss employment opportunities. We would like to thank them for providing Pizza for the meeting.